Fan Fiction and Copyright Outsider Works and Intellectual Property Protection

Penelope Williamson’s classic bestseller blends the best of historical western and Amish romance in a sweeping tale “sure to appeal to a wide audience.”

Oh she knows a woman like Rachel—someone who offers him a chance to heal more than his physical wounds. Cain’s lazy smile and... chose between all she holds dear—her faith, her family, perhaps her very salvation—and the man they call the Outsider.

Copyright, author Aaron Schwabach examines various types of fan-created content and asks whether and to what extent they... fans’ use of copyrighted characters, disputes over online publication of fiction resembling copyright work, and in... developments in information technology and copyright law have put these fan stories at risk of collision with the content owners’ intellectual property rights. Fan fiction has long been a... invisible form of outsider art, but over the past decade it has grown exponentially in volume and in legal importance.
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The Strangest Story On The Internet (w/ Drew Gooden)